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During roughly the last millennium and a half, the Vietnamese language has had, it seems, a more dramatic history than other languages in Southeast Asia. Current scholarship shows that the language has changed from having the typical sesquisyllabic word-structure of an ordinary Mon-Khmer language with a great variety of rimes, no tones, and complex initials possibly containing affixes, to being strictly monosyllabic, having few final consonants, six (or five) tones and hardly any initial clusters.

Notions about the history of the language also have had their own, equally spectacular history. British scholars like Logan and Forbes were the first to upset the traditional view, echoed by Taberd (1838), that Vietnamese was simply an offshoot of Chinese. They proposed instead that VN was related to Mon, to Khmer and to several other languages of the Indochinese peninsula. Their idea of a Mon-Anam family (Logan 1856, Forbes 1878, 1881) was looked at with a good deal of suspicion, partly because Vietnamese had tones, and tone languages were considered to be radically different from others. It took another century, and Haudricourt's insistence, for the traditional view to be overturned and the original insight of Logan and Forbes' to gain credibility.

The history of the emergence of tone thus plays, and will surely continue to play, a prominent role in studies of VN historical phonology; I will offer some
views on the problem in another paper. But now looms the larger and more difficult question of finding a place for Vietnamese in the Austroasiatic family, or more precisely for the Vietic branch\(^1\) away from, or among, the various known branches of the Mon-Khmer family.

Haudricourt was elusive on the matter. But Ferlus (1991) suggested "de solides affinités" between Katuic, Bahnaric and Việt-mươn\(^2\) without providing any evidence. He was presumably thinking about the lexicon, and I would share that impression, especially with regards to Vietic and Katuic.

Respect for strict methodology would lead us to reject the question as being undecidable for the moment. The current classification of Mon-Khmer into eleven branches (Thomas and Headly 1970, Diffloth 1974), though still valid, rests to some extent on now generally discredited lexicostatistical techniques, and no one has yet proposed a set of innovations distinguishing each branch of Mon-Khmer from the rest. The higher grouping into three major divisions: North MK, East MK, South MK, (Diffloth 1979) also remains little more than a guess. But fresh linguistic data\(^3\) collected on the lesser-known languages of the Vietic branch may allow us to break new ground.

The first phonological correspondence I will now document serves to identify all and only the languages which belong to the Vietic branch; it probably represents a Proto-Vietic innovation. The other correspondence sets apart all Vietic and all Katuic languages together, and no others in the family. Depending on reconstructions, this could indicate that Vietnamese, far from being a remote offshoot of the Austroasiatic phylum, as is sometimes suggested, belongs not simply to the Mon-Khmer family, but in fact to a subdivision within it. We could say that Vietnamese, and with it the Vietic branch, is a member of a Northeastern subdivision of Mon-Khmer consisting of two branches,
Vietic and Katuic; this in turn would be a part of the larger Eastern Mon-Khmer division which also includes Khmeric, Bahnaric and perhaps Peric, the other two major divisions of the family being Northern and Southern Mon-Khmer.

This proposal entails, I realize, some drastic revisions of commonly held views on Vietnamese proto-history, cultural links, and early movements, but it is based on the most rigorous arguments available at present, which unfortunately is not to say very much. And other scenarios remain possible.

The Proto-Vietic *k-/ʔ- correspondence.

There are several Mon-Khmer, or even Austroasiatic, etyma which begin with a glottal stop in all branches of the family, but are found, surprisingly, with an initial *k- in every known Vietic language. Only six or seven examples have been found so far, but several of them are often recorded and well documented words. Cognates from all branches of Mon-Khmer are quoted here and give an idea of how Vietic fits, or does not fit, in the rest of the family.

"fire, firewood"

Vietic:
- VN: củi, ; Mường Khoi: kuy4, Mường Khênn: kuy45
- Thavungh⁴: kuy
- Maleng: kuy, Ruc: kuh, Arem (Ferlus 1991): kuh
- Tum: ku: c31

The breathy register of Thavungh does not necessarily indicate a proto-voiced initial (contra Ferlus, 1974) but is conditioned in part by the quality of the proto-vowel. The Vietic forms above indicate a Proto-Vietic *ku:s, agreeing with Ferlus (1991).

In the rest of MK, the etymon has been identified for a long time (Schmidt 1905:22, Skeat and Blagden 1906:}
F124). It is absent from Munda and the whole Northern-MK division 5 except for Western Khmuic: Mai: ?o:?$, Prat: ?o:?$ "fire"; otherwise, it is almost omnipresent in Eastern MK:

Khmer: ?œh: "firewood"
Pearic: Chong: ?q:?$, Song, Samre: ?u:h "firewood"
Bahnaric has a cognate in only one language: Sre: ?o:s "fire", otherwise a similar sounding *?o:nh has replaced this etymon.

It is omnipresent in the Southern division:

Aslian: Proto-Semai *?o:s, Temiar: ?o:s, Jah Hut: ?œh,
Semela: ?us "fire"

Nicobarese: Central: ?œh, Teressa-Bompaka: ëšh "fire"

Note that all non-Vietic items have initial *?-, and that the semantic extension from "fire" to "firewood", also found in Vietic, is older than the split between East and South Mon-Khmer.

"(part of the body) to swell"

Vietic:
- Thavung: kœh
- Maleng: kαl, Ryu: kiąl, kẹal
- Tum: kacíl

The word is not attested in Việt or Mường, but the correspondence: Thavung -h, Tum -c indicates a final *-s, and a probable Proto-Vietic form *kṣs.

In the rest of MK, his etymon, absent from Khmeric and Monic, has received little attention so far, but goes back to Proto-MK. It is attested in the Eastern MK division:

Pearic: Chong: ?at, Song: ?ah
Bahnaric: Tarieng, Sre: ?as "to swell", Brao: ?œh "abcess"
in the Southern MK division:
Asian: Proto-Semai "?as, Semelai ?os "to swell"
Nicobarese: Central: ah-a
in the Northern MK division:
Khasian: Standard, Amwi: ?at "to swell"
Paraok: ?yah, Mok: ?ek
Khmuic: Yuan: ès, Xieng-Khuang: ?êh
Most likely, the Proto-MK form was "?as.

"excrement"
Vietic:
- VN: cút
- Malen: kíc, kíc; Ruc: kíc, (Ferlus, 1991: Arem
kíc, Sach: kíc1)
- Thavg: k’k
The item has been replaced in Murong: eg. M. Khoi: ?è:4, but can be reconstructed as PVietic *kíc or *kíc,
(Ferlus, 1991: *kíc)

In the rest of MK, this pan-Austronesian etymon
has been identified for a long time (Schmidt, 1905:16-7,
Skeat and Blagden, 1906: D114, B161), and is found in both
branches of Munda, with forms like: i’j in the Northern
branch, and like: ik in the Southern (Pinnow, 1959:85),
where predictable initial glottal stops are not noted; it
is absent from most of Northern MK, except Khasi: ?ec.
It omnipresent in the Eastern MK division, except for the
Katuic branch where it is replaced, as in Kuay: ?q:
Khmer: ?ac
Palaic: Chong, Song: ?îc
(Chrau: ?ac < Khmer)
It is also omnipresent in the Southern division:
Proto-Monic *?îc (Diffloth, 1984:89), Nyah Kur: ?îc,
Mon: ?qîc
Aslian\textsuperscript{6}: P-Semai *ʔɛc, Temiar: ʔe;j, Che'Wong: ʔæc, Semelai: ʔac, MahMeri: ʔoʔoc
Nicobarese: Nancowry: ʔãc, Central: ʔac
The Proto-MK was *ʔVc, with V as a short, non-back vowel whose height is not yet determined.

"to have"
Vietic:
  - VN: có, Muông Khoi: kò;3
  - Maleng: kò;3, Ruc: kò

This item is much less widespread, and presents semantic and phonological problems; it may have to be later rejected:
Aslian: Jah-Hut: ʔoʔ, Che'Wong, Bateg: waʔ, Kenseiw,
  Jahai: we? "to have"
Monic: Old-Mon: woʔ "this"\textsuperscript{7}

All these words uniformly have an initial ?- in every language of the Austroasiatic phylum except in the Vietic branch, and I see no way of invoking presyllabic or prefixed material to explain the initial *k- found there. It goes without saying that there are also many MK etyma where Vietic *k- corresponds to *k- everywhere else, as in "child": *kɔ:n, "arrow": *kam, "to harvest, cut": *kac. Cases of Vietic initial *?- corresponding to *?- elsewhere also exist, but often present problems of indirect cognacy (intra-MK borrowing or back loans) or iconicity. So we propose, tentatively, that the initial *k- of Vietic in the words above is the regular outcome, perhaps only in certain phonological contests which remain to be identified\textsuperscript{8}, of an earlier *?- attested everywhere else in MK and even Austroasiatic.

There are other etyma where Vietic *k- corresponds to *?- elsewhere in Mon-Khmer, but these are words reconstructed with initial clusters or
presyllables at an early period, which later became monosyllabic; this question will require fuller treatment elsewhere; they include: "to winnow" (Mường Khoi: kum3, Tum: kom?, cf. Khmer ?om), "molar tooth" (VN câm, Aho: k-im, cf. Katu: ta?a:m, Hrê: da?em), and "mortar" (VN côi, Thàu Dràng kọ:1?, cf. Proto-Monic *kn?f, Diffloth 1984: N212 p.127)

The Proto-Katuic-Vietic *-s-/h-/?- correspondence.

There is another set of etyma where a non-initial PMK *?-* turns up in Vietic languages, again surprisingly, as an *-s-. The Katuic reflex in cognate words is an *-h-, which draws us to conclude that the evolution was probably *?-* → *-h- → *-s-.

Well documented examples are few for the moment but, I think, etymologically sound:

"centipede"

Vietic:
- Maleng: kasi:p
- Tum: li:p-si:p

The Ruc word for "centipede": kasi:t, would be a possible cognate except for the final consonant, and VN rêt "centipede" is directly related to it by spirantisation of medial *-s- to VN r-. Whether or not the finals of these two words can be explained is not really crucial, since the Thàu Dràng, Maleng and Tum words are evidently cognate to the Mon-Khmer word for "centipede":

Tarieng: sijê:p, Hrê: kajê:p, Sedang: kacep
Khmer: k?asêp

Northern MK Division:
Khmui: kʔiːp
Palaungic: Lamet: siʔiːp, Lava: saʔaːip
Southern MK Division:
Nicobarese: Nancowry: kαʔiːp
Aslian: P.-Semai: kʔɛːp, Temiar: kʔɛb, Semelai: kaʔip,
Jah-Hut: kʔɛp
Since there are Mon-Khmer etyma with *kʔ- initials (eg. "crow" *kʔaːk) which do not yield an -h- in Katuic nor an *-s- in Vietic, the conditioning factor for the Katuic-Vietic innovation must be more specific. I would suggest for "centipede" a reconstruction like PMK *kæʔeːp supported by the Bru, the Sre, and indirectly the Sơ evidence. Then, Proto-MK *ʔ-s would shift to *-h- in Katuic and eventually to *-s- in Vietic, only after a non-initial (or vocalic) liquid.

"bone"
Vietic:
- VN: xưʾong
- Mường Khoi: sían2
- Maleng: səːŋ, Rúc: saːŋ 11, Arem (Ferlus 1991): sían
- Tum: sían
Ferlus (1991) proposes *ŋʔaːŋ for Proto-Vietic, but I think this word dispalys another example of Proto-Vietic *s- corresponding to Katuic *-h-:

Katuic: Kuay, Bru, Pacoh: ŋhaːŋ, Katu: ŋhaːŋ
This *-h- in turn corresponds to a non-initial *ʔ- in the rest of Mon-Khmer, except Bahnaric9:
Khmeric: cʔaŋ
Northern MK division:
Khmuiic: Khmu: cʔaːŋ, Mal: sʔiaŋ
Palaungic: Ta-ang: kə(n)ʔəŋ, Rumai: kəʔaːŋ, Paraok: sʔəŋ, Lamet: cəŋʔaːŋ
Southern MK Division:
Nicobarese: Nancowry: ?uŋʔiŋ

Here again, there are reasons for positing a complex initial containing more than two segments, and reconstructing PMK *ŋʔaːjiaŋ see Diffloth (1990). The conditioning factor seems to be a preceding non-initial (or vocalic) nasal. This is confirmed by another etymon, for which, unfortunately I have not found a Vietic cognate:

"to cough"
Khmer: kʔʔoʔ?
Bahnaric: Brao: kʔok, Hrê: kʔok
Pearic: Chong: kamoːk, Song: khamoːk (with -m- infix and loss of *-ʔ-)

Here, one would reconstruct PMK *k(-N-)ʔok, with an aspectual nasal infix in Katuic and Pearic. The evolution "-ʔ- > *-h- > *-s- does seem phonetically odd, but it is restricted to a specific context, i.e. after a vocalic continuant which is itself preceded by another segment. It will have to be placed in the context of the re-syllabification processes these languages have been undergoing.

The second stage of this evolution, which affects only Vietic: P-Katuic-Vietic *-h- > P-Vietic *-s-, is attested in other items which do not descend from earlier *-ʔ- but from clusters containing a non-initial *-h-, as in:

"blood"
Vietic:
- Aho: pasaːm?
Ferlus (1991) suggests VN tuöm "to ooze" as a cognate although the vowel and the meaning are out of line, and a säc tone would have been expected.

Katuic: Kuay, Bru: ṇhâ:m, Pacoh: ʔahâ:m, Katu: ʔa:̂hâ:m
Bahnaric: Brao, Bahnar: phâ:m, South Bahnaric
  *mâha:m
Khmer: cheam
Pearic: Chong: màha:m, Sog: hâ:m

Southern MK Division:
Monic: *chim (Difflloth, 1984:103)
Ashlan: P.Semai: *bhi:b”, Jah-Hut: nîhim, Ch’Wong:
  bhi:b”, Semeali: mhæm

Northern MK Division:
Khmuic: Khmu: ma:m, Prai: miam (with regular Khmuic loss of *h-)

Other Northern MK languages have forms going back to *sna:m with different affixes. With the data at hand one could reconstruct "blood" as PMK *j[-m-]haː/iām.

"to fart"
Vietic:
  - VN: rām
  - Tum: sōm?

Except for the vowel of VN, which is unexplained (Judeo distortion?), one could reconstruct a Proto-Vietic *phsom?.

Khmer: phaom
Pearic: Chong, Song, Samre: phyːm
Bahnaric: Bahnar, Brao, Stieng, Biat: phoːm, Sedang:
  phûam, Halam: phuːm

Northern MK Division:
Palaungic: Ta-ang: phâm, Ka-ang: phû:m, Na-ang: phâ:m,
  Rumai: phâm, Paraoeck: phum, Lawa: phaum
Khmuic: Khmu, Mal: puːm (again with Khmuic loss of *h-).
Southern MK Division:

Aslian: P.Semai *hɔːb̪, Lanoh: pʰeːm, Jah-Hut: (p)hūm,
Che'Wong: pɔŋhəb̪

The proto MK word was evidently of the form *phɔːm, with ɔː as a long back rounded vowel of yet
undetermined height.

"breath, to breathe"

Vietic:
- Thavung: pəsɔːm?
- Maleng: pəsɔːm?

Katuic: Kuay: pəhɔːm, Bru, Sô: pəhɔːm, Pakoh: pəhɔːm
Bahnar: Tarieng: cəhɔːm, Hrê: hihəm
Khmer: ɗɔŋhəam

Southern MK Division:

Aslian: P.Semai: *lahəm, Jah-Hut: grhɔːm
Nicobarese: Car: ?uhoːm

Northern MK Division:

Palaungic: Ta-ang: phɔːm, Ka-ang: phəːm, Rumai: phəːm,
Parack: mphɔːm, Lamet: pʰeːm, U: ?arsem53, Mok:
qəm
Khasi: mŋseːm (cf. Khmuic: Khmu: hrŋiam "heart"
with a different affix)

These forms suggest a Proto-MK *phəːm. The -s-
found in Khasi and Angkuic (U, Mok) is also the result of
an independent innovation "*-h- > -s-, regular in Angkuic,
but poorly documented in Khasi. This begs, of course, the
question of alternate reconstructions leading to
different classifications, and to different answers to
our initial question concerning the place of Vietnamese
in Mon-Khmer.

If we reconstructed a PMK "*-s- in "blood", "fart"
and "breathe", then, Angkuic, Khasi and Vietic would be
conservative and all other branches and languages would
have undergone the shift of "*-s- to -h- separately, and
on distinct occasions. This is not difficult, since the
innovation is phonetically a very natural weakening. But for "centipede" and "bone", and also for "cough" the evolution *-h- to *?- seems difficult phonetically, and would have to occur separately and repeatedly in Khmeric-Bahnaric, and in the Northern and the Southern Division. Whichever reconstruction is adopted, some phonetically unusual changes would have to take place. And the fact of Vietic being conservative does not help us in placing it anywhere within or outside Mon-Khmer, it simply leaves the question unanswered.

My first proposal, namely, that Vietic and Katuic form a subdivision within Eastern Mon-Khmer, is more specific and easier to disprove. I would therefore choose it for the time being.

It also agrees with the general impression one gathers from inspecting the lexicon of Vietic languages like Thavưng, Maleng and Tum, namely, that there are many unique and remarkable agreements between them and the Katuic languages. These agreements do not seem to favor one sub-branch of Katuic or another, but are distributed throughout the branch. There are also cases of unique lexical agreements between Mường and the Katuic languages, and occasionally even of Vietnamese agreeing alone with the Katuic branch. Arguments about lexical replacement require ample space and time to be presented convincingly, which I hope to be able to do on another occasion.

Notes

1 The term is originally due to Hayes (1984), it currently includes: - a Việt-Mường sub-branch consisting of all forms of Vietnamese, Nguồn and all Mường dialects, - a Chữt sub-branch which includes Arem, Rúc, Sách, Mây, Mạ Liêng and Maleng, - a Thavưng sub-branch which includes Thavưng, Ahlau and Ahr, and - a Tum sub-
branch which includes Tum, Cuô, Dan Lai and Poong. The Maleng language, which is what Ferlus calls "pakatan", is spoken in a dozen villages of Bolikhamsay Province in Laos, including bāan pāak ?atan, near the mouth of the Atan river, which I visited in 1990; the language does have a name, malenọ, and I will use it rather than "pakatan"; Ferlus' "phone soung" is the name of a village, phon sūnọ, which no longer exists but used to be speaking Aho (ʔaho:) according to Aho speakers from other villages, a statement confirmed by the linguistic data I collected in the area.

2 In that paper, Ferlus uses the term "viet-muông" for what we call Vietic, and introduced the term "muong-viêt", which he credits to "les linguistes vietnamiens", for what is usually, and here, called Việt-muòng.

3 During a research project on an etymological lexicon of Khmer financed partly by the National Endowment for the Humanities, and partly by the National Science Foundation, I was fortunate to work with speakers of Thavung and Maleng for several months in Thailand (1990). At the end of that year, I went, accompanied by Dr. Thongphet Kingxada of the Lao Committee of Social Sciences, to the area of Bolikhamsay Province (Laos) where Thavung, Maleng and Tum are spoken, and was able to make recordings of these languages.

4 Ferlus (1991) gives kujh1; even if one used his tone notation for Thavung which is not a tone but a register language, the word should have been noted kujh2. I have personally recorded and checked this and other Thavung forms on many occasions, both with refugees in Thailand, and in their original village in Laos.

5 Shorto (1971:25) suggests that Palaung (i.e. Ta-ang): kaʔwr, and Prak: siao could be cognates; however, both words mean "to be warm", and cognates within Palaungic: Parack: siʔy, Bulang: saʔål, Phang: saʔ+h, Phalok: laʔuy
show that the proto-final is an "-r, not an "-s, thereby excluding cognacy.

6 In most of Aslian and in Nicobarese, the forms also mean "stomach", a semantic development which is one of several innovations common to these two sub-branches of the Southern MK division.

7 Christian Bauer (pers. comm. 1989) suggests that this deictic may also have the synactic functions of an existential verb.

8 There is also a possibility that this correspondence may represent the reflex of a yet unidentified proto-MK element, let us say a uvular *q-; in this case, the Vietic merger of this *q- with Proto-Vietic *k- could have occurred at any proto-period. With either reconstruction, the evidence given here is only useful for identifying Vietic, not for clarifying its position within MK.

9 The Bahnaric cognates: South Bahnaric *ntiŋ, West Bahnaric *katiaŋ, North Bahnaric *kasian, present a special and yet unexplained evolution, as mentioned in Diffloth, 1990.
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